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ABSTRACT

The multiple pulse train interference (MPTI) ranging system takes advantage of the high accuracy and absolute length measurement
capability, but traditional scheme has a large measurement dead zone. In this Letter, we propose a MPTI ranging scheme based on chip-
based soliton microcomb to achieve high-precision but no dead-zone measurement. The measurement optical path is improved to solve the
problem of cross correlation interference fringe overlap, and a peak fitting algorithm is employed to further improve the measurement accu-
racy of the system. Using a commercial He–Ne interferometer, a 384 nm precision is obtained in 1.5 m distance measurements. Advantages
of the simple optical path, high precision, and no measurement dead zone are expected to realize on-chip integration and provide a solution
for precision measurement.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0054065

Meter is the basic unit of length in international system of
units (SI), which is defined by the velocity of light in vacuum, i.e.,
299 792 458 m/s. The definition of meter provides direct support for a
laser based ranging system, which has been a focus of research and
played a vital role in many fields, such as precise position measure-
ment during multi-satellite formation adjustment, gravitational wave
detection,1 precision machining, length metrology,2 and automatic
drive.3 Traditional laser ranging mainly employs a time-of-flight
(TOF) method and phase demodulated and frequency interference
methods. Interference method takes the merits of high accuracy on the
order of half wavelength, which is widely used in a commercial rang-
ing system.4 However, interference methods are mainly used in rela-
tive distance measurement due to the lack of absolute frequency or
time reference. With the advent of the optical frequency combs
(OFCs), a direct link of optical frequency to radio frequency (RF) is
built up.5 OFCs are referred to as an optical atomic clock, which
bridges the laser ranging to absolute time or frequency standard for
absolute distance measurement. In 2000, Minoshima used OFCs in
distance measurement with a high resolution of 50lm without any

correction of the cyclic error.6 After that, various high-precision absolute
ranging schemes had been introduced, such as TOF,7 dispersive interfer-
ometry,8,9 temporal cross correlation,10 synthetic wavelength interferom-
etry,11 and dual-comb method.12 The combination of multiple
measurement schemes, such as the combination of spectral and homo-
dyne interferometry to further improve the measurement accuracy13 and
the combination of frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW)
ladar and OFC, is used to calibrate the nonlinearity in FMCW.14

Dispersive interferometry based on OFC is similar to white light
interferometry. It uses different optical modes in the spectrum to inter-
fere with itself. When the signal after interference is sent to the spec-
trometer, it will be found that there is a sinusoidal modulation
envelope on the spectrum, and the period of the envelope is dependent
on the distance.15 Many researchers have done a lot of work for this
solution, such as using different wavelength measurements16,17 or add-
ing reference mirrors18 to achieve data splicing, thereby eliminating
measurement dead zones. Now, combining with the high repetition
frequency chip-based soliton microcomb (SMC) can achieve high-
precision measurement.18,19 The dual-comb asynchronous optical
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sampling (ASOPS) method uses two OFCs with a small repetition rate
difference.20,21 It has solved the problems of short measurement dis-
tance and large dead zone of single OFC measurement method and
has become a general method of OFC measurement. Suh used the high
repetition rate characteristics of SMC and used ASOPS for high-speed
ranging.20 Trocha used the SMC combined with multi-wavelength
interferometry to generate multi-scale synthesized wavelengths to
achieve measurement.21 However, there are still some problems, such
as phase locking between two OFCs and high system complexity, and
it is limited to be used in special occasions, such as metrology
laboratory.

Temporal cross correlation is mainly divided into two schemes:
repetition rate sweeping22 and reference arm scanning. Interferometry
by repetition rate sweeping can add a long fiber-based reference path
to achieve arbitrary distance measurement.23 Interferometry by refer-
ence arm scanning, i.e., MPTI is to extend the small displacement
accurate scanning of the reference arm by using the periodicity of the
OFC, it can achieve high-precision ranging in a large size range.
Previous scientists had done some pioneering research on this method,
e.g., Wei proposed the MPTI based on the TOF method in 2011, the
length of a long gauge block is measured and a high accuracy of
6.294lm is obtained compared with standard value.24 Yang employed
the pulse-to-pulse alignment method for large delay distance measure-
ment, and the performance of the proposed methods is evaluated in
the absolute distance measurement of 20lm with the path length dif-
ference of 9 m.25 They have done a lot of work to improve the accu-
racy, but still have not effectively solved the problem of large
measurement dead zone in the system.

In order to realize non-dead-zone distance measurement, the dis-
placement of the reference mirror should be longer than the pulse
interval of the OFC, as shown in Fig. 1. For traditional mode-locked
OFC, the repetition rate is typical on the order of 100MHz which has

a pulse interval of 3 m. Therefore, a long and high-precision displace-
ment platform which larger than a pulse interval L3 is required for
non-dead-zone distance measurement. However, the accuracy of a
long displacement platform is difficult to guarantee due to its large vol-
ume which limits the ranging accuracy. Meanwhile, a long displace-
ment goes against ranging system integration and reducing system
cost; these problems limit the development of the MPTI ranging
system.

In this Letter, we demonstrate a high-precision MPTI ranging
system with no dead zone using an on-chip SMC as a laser source.
The invention of on-chip SMC takes the merits of ultra-high repetition
rate and compact volume,26–28 which provides an ideal OFC source
for miniaturization MPTI ranging system, and the requirement of ref-
erence arm displacement is reduced to millimeter level, which is com-
bined with MPTI method to solve the dead zone of the measurement
effectively and greatly reduce the system complexity and improve the
practicability of the system. The MPTI optical path is improved to
solve the problem of cross correlation interference fringe aliasing that
is difficult to calculate. A solution method suitable for SMC ranging is
proposed, which uses a quartic polynomial fitting to further improve
the ranging accuracy. Compared with the commercial interferometers,
the experimental results show that measurement accuracy is better
than 384nm at 1.5 m.

Figure 2(a) shows the principle of MPTI ranging based on SMC,
which is formed by an improved Michelson interferometer. An OFC
is divided into a measurement arm and a reference arm using a beam
splitter (BS). There are two mirrors in the measurement arm: one uses
as a zero mirror to indicate the zero-position of the measurement and
the other is the target mirror. The reflected optical pulses produce
interference and is received by a PD. The reference mirror can move
around the initial position linearly. During the measurement, the pulse
spacing of the reference arm is changing linearly through moving

FIG. 1. Comparison of dead zone of the different repetition rate of OFC ranging system based on MPTI. The length of displacement platform on the reference arm define as L,
L1 means sub-millimeter level displacement platform with nanometer precision, like PZT. L2 means millimeter level displacement platform, L3 means meter level displacement
platform. The measurement dead zone is large by using mode-locked OFC; however, the higher repetition rate of SMC makes it possible to achieve no dead zone measure-
ment by using millimeter level displacement platform.
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the reference mirror, which induces temporal coherent fringes when
the reference and measurement pulses are overlapped as shown in
Fig. 2(b). The under test distance information can be directly resolved
from the reference mirror displacement difference between the peaks
of the coherent fringes.

In the measurement system, the temporal coherence function is
denoted as

I ¼ IDC þ a1 exp �C
LPZTð Þng

c

� �2
" #

cos xc
LPZTð Þng

c

� �

þa2 exp �C
LPZT � Lð Þng
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� �2( )
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I2 ¼ a2 exp �C
LPZT� Lð Þng
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LPZT � Lð Þng
c

þNDuce

� �
;

(3)

where IDC represents the direct current (DC) signal of the detected
photocurrent. I1 denotes the temporal coherence signal between zero
mirror and reference mirror, I2 denotes the temporal coherence signal
between the target mirror and reference mirror. a1 ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Iref Izero

p
and

a2 ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Iref Itar

p
are intensities coefficient, where Iref, Izero, and Itar are

the reflected optical intensity by the reference mirror, zero mirror, and
target mirror, respectively. U is the coefficient of OFC envelope, LPZT
is the piezoelectric transducer (PZT) scanning displacement, which
changes in real-time, ng denotes the refractive index of air, which is
calculated by the Edl�en formula,29 c is the velocity of light in vacuum.
xc is the carrier angular frequency of OFC, which can be calculated by
xc¼2pc/kc, here kc is the center wavelength of OFC. Duce denotes the
phase shift caused by the difference of group velocity and phase veloc-
ity, Duce is defined as Duce¼2pfceo/frep, here, fceo and frep are offset fre-
quency and repetition rate of OFC, respectively. L denotes the distance
difference between the target mirror and zero mirror, the ranging
result L is defined as

L ¼ N � LNARþ
LMPTI

2
¼ N � c

2frepng
þ LMPTI

2
; (4)

where N is a positive integer, it can be obtained by: N¼ floor(L/LNAR),
floor denotes the integer part of L/LNAR, LNAR is the non-ambiguous
range (NAR) distance of the ranging system, LMPTI is the peak interval
of two interference fringes between zero mirror and target mirror mea-
sured by the MPTI ranging system, and frep denotes repetition fre-
quency of SMC.

Figure 3 shows the experimental setup of MPTI ranging system.
There are three parts: the SMC source, MPTI optical path, and He–Ne
interferometer for verifying the accuracy of the ranging.

The SMC is generated in a high-index doped silica glass micro-
ring resonator (MRR), which has a free-spectral-range (FSR) of
48.9GHz and a Q-factor of 1.7 million.30,31 The device is packaged
into a 14-pin butterfly package with a thermoelectric cooler (TEC).
The SMC generation system is schematically shown in Fig. 3(b). An
auxiliary laser is employed to balance the intracavity thermal for stably
single SMC generation. The pump and auxiliary lasers are narrow line-
width lasers with a linewidth of 100 kHz. Both of the pump and auxil-
iary lasers are boosted by EDFAs, and the on-chip power is about 450
mW, respectively. Two circulators (Cirs) are employed to protect the
EDFAs and lasers. The wavelength of the pump and auxiliary is set at
�1560.2 nm and �1560.6 nm, respectively. SMC is stable generated
through decreasing the MRR operation temperature and switched to
single SMC state by reversely tuning the operation temperature. The
optical spectrum of single SMC is shown in Fig. 3(c), its width is
�100nm, and the envelope is similar to a sech2 function. A fiber
Bragg grating (FBG) is used to filter out the residual pump and auxil-
iary laser power for effective interference fringes detection. The pulse
width of SMC is 93 fs in the whole spectrum. The commonly used
single-mode fiber is a positive dispersion fiber, and the propagation of
SMC speed in the fiber will cause pulse broadening. Add a dispersion
compensating fiber (DCF) to the system to compress the pulse width
and make the interference fringes narrower.

The SMC is divided into reference and measurements parts by a
BS. The measurement beam is re-divided into zero arm and target
arm using a half-reflecting mirror (HM). The zero mirror acts as the
initial position of the proposed MPTI ranging system. The position of
the reflecting mirror in the reference arm is accurately controlled by a

FIG. 2. Principle diagram of MPTI ranging based on SMC. (a) Experimental setup
of MPTI ranging system. Zero mirror is a half-reflecting mirror. (b) Schematic dia-
gram of interference fringe generation. Red pulse and blue pulse represent the
measurement arm and reference arm, respectively. SMC, soliton microcomb; Col,
collimating mirror; BS, beam splitter; PZT, piezoelectric transducer; PD,
photodetector.
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PZT (PI P-621.1CD). During the experiment, the PZT is driving by a
triangle wave signal and two cross correlation interference fringes will
be observed while the reference pulse is overlapped with the zero and
target pulses. A typical cross correlation interference fringe is shown in
Fig. 4. The relative displacement between the zero mirror and the tar-
get mirror can be resolved from the interference fringes. However, in
some measurement positions, when the target and zero pulses reach
the PD simultaneously, it will be hard to distinguish the envelope peak
of two interference fringes. To solve this problem, two shutters (S1
and S2) are employed to control the return pulses. When S1 is released
and S2 is blocked, the interference fringe of the target mirror and refer-
ence mirror can be obtained. Conversely, the interference fringe of the
zero mirror and reference mirror can be obtained. The displacement
of interference fringes can be obtained, respectively. The two channels
of the oscilloscope collect the PD signal and the PZT drive signal sepa-
rately, the rising edge of the PZT drive signal is used as a trigger to
receive the cross correlation interference fringes of the zero mirror and

the target mirror, respectively. The trigger position is used as the start-
ing point for data processing to splice the two interference fringes. The
distance information is obtained by calculating the peak interval of
two interference signals.

Due to external perturbation of the ranging system, the envelopes
of temporal cross correlation fringes are not ideal Gaussian. There are
many envelope fitting methods32 that can be used, such as Fourier
transform,33 Hilbert transform,34 and modified Gaussian fitting.25,35

In order to obtain the peak positions of the interference fringes, a
quartic polynomial fitting is used to fit the upper and downer peak
points of the interference signal. The least squares method is adopted
for fitting, and the fitting function is expressed as y ¼ ax4 þ bx3 þ cx2

þ dx þ e. Meanwhile, a low-pass filter is employed to filter out the
high-frequency noise. The results of Gaussian fitting and quartic poly-
nomial fitting are shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the quartic poly-
nomial fitting can better represent the interference fringe envelope.
The upper and lower envelopes of the interference fringe are, respec-
tively, fitted to calculate the peak and valley of the interference signal.
Here, the result of the quartic polynomial fitting is closer and better.
The average value of the peak and valley is taken as the center position
of the interference signal to improve the accuracy of the calculation.

In order to verify the accuracy of the proposed MPTI ranging
system based on an on-chip SMC as a laser source, a commercial
He–Ne interferometer (Renishaw XL-80) is employed for reference
distance detection. The linear measurement accuracy of the He–Ne
interferometer is 0.5� 10�7 L. A cube-corner prism is put back-to-
back with the target mirror on the guide rail. The laser of interferome-
ter is collinear with the measurement arm of the MPTI ranging system
through adjusting the interferometer and cube-corner prism for Abbe
error reducing. In order to alleviate the influence of the variation of air
index, the environmental parameters, including temperature, pressure,
and humidity, are monitored in real-time, and the air refractive index
can be calculated based on the Edl�en formula.

The ranging experiment is carried out in a clean room with stable
environment, the path length difference between target mirror and
zero mirror is calibrated to 1499.5mm in advance, and target mirror
moves along the guide rail with random steps in a distance range of
40lm. The reference mirror is driven by a triangle wave signal with
the frequency of 1Hz. Through releasing and blocking shutters S1 and
S2, the interference fringes of the target mirror and zero mirror are

FIG. 3. Schematic of MPTI ranging system based on SMC. (a) Experiment setup
(b) Schematic diagram of SMC generation in a high-index doped silica glass MRR.
An auxiliary laser and TEC are employed to generate SMC. (c) A single SMC spec-
trogram is obtained. Inset: zoom in spectrogram from 1565 nm to 1570 nm. SMC,
soliton microcomb; FBG, fiber Bragg grating; BS, beam splitter; PZT, piezoelectric
transducer; PD, photodetector; HM, half-reflecting mirror; S1, shutter 1; S2, shutter
2; EDFA, erbium-doped optical fiber amplifier; FPC, fiber polarization controller; Cir,
circulator; TEC, thermos-electric cooler; OSA, optical spectrum analyzer; MRR,
micro-ring resonator.

FIG. 4. Extracting the peak points of cross correlation interference fringes.
Gaussian fitting and quartic polynomial fitting algorithms are used, which are shown
in black lines and red lines in the figure. The triangle and diamond are the peak
points of Gaussian fitting and quartic polynomial fitting, respectively.
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spliced as shown in Fig. 5(a). The commercial interferometer is initial-
ized to zero for the initial target mirror position. For every target mir-
ror moving step, the distance is measured by five times, and reference
distance is recorded by the commercial interferometer. The environ-
mental parameters are monitored in time during the experiments, e.
g., in one of our experiment, the temperature, pressure, and humidity
are recorded as 23.5 �C, 95 250Pa, and 47.3%, respectively. According
to Edl�en formula, the air refractive index is calculated to 1.000 249 5.29

The repetition rate of SMC is 48.9732GHz, corresponding to a NAR
of 3.0600mm, therefore N ¼ floor(1499.5/3.06) ¼ 490. The absolute
distance can be calculated using Eq. (4). As can be seen from Fig. 5(b),
the quartic polynomial fitting algorithm proposed in this paper is
superior to the Gaussian fitting algorithm. The maximum standard
deviations of the two algorithms are 137 and 690nm, respectively,

which effectively improves the ranging accuracy. The distance mea-
surement results of the SMC ranging system using quartic polynomial
fitting and Gaussian fitting are shown in Fig. 5(c). The ranging accu-
racy is evaluated using the standard deviation. Figure 5(d) shows the
residuals and standard deviations. Compared with commercial inter-
ferometer, the maximum residual of quartic polynomial fitting algo-
rithm is 384nm, and the standard deviation is less than 137nm. The
measurement results are improved compared with the traditional
MPTI ranging system using mode-locked based OFC as a optical
source.36,37

In conclusion, we demonstrate a MPTI ranging system using an
on-chip SMC as a laser source. Utilizing the ultra-high repetition fre-
quency of the on-chip SMC, the length of high-precision displacement
platform for interference fringes detection without dead-zone can be
shortened to 3.06mm, which reduces the volume and complexity of
the system and facilitates the on-chip integration. The measurement
optical path is improved to realize the separation of interference
fringes, and a quartic polynomial fitting algorithm is used, which can
realize the sub-micron precision ranging. Compared with the com-
mercial interferometer ranging system, the ranging accuracy is better
than 384nm at 1.5m, and standard deviation is less than 137nm,
which shows a high repeatability. Therefore, the system has the advan-
tages of small size, simple data processing, and high accuracy. In the
future, we will conduct the long-distance experimental testing of the
ranging system and integrate the SMC and interference system on
chip. Many researchers also provide solutions for device integration,
such as on-chip lasers,38,39 piezoelectric displacements,40 circulators,41

and filters.42 This ranging system has a very wide application prospect
in the field of length measurement, such as Lidar and distance moni-
toring between multi-satellite formation.
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